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Executive Summary: 

The report sets out the opportunity for the Council to utilise enforcement powers available to it 
in order to prevent, detect and prosecute housing and tenancy fraud on behalf of Social 
Housing providers.  

The Counter Fraud Unit (CFU) provides counter fraud services to a number of Social Housing 
providers from across Gloucestershire. This report recommends that the Councils within the 
Counter Fraud Unit partnership, in this case Tewkesbury Borough Council, use appropriate 
powers to prosecute those found to be committing fraud within the Borough. 

The report also recommends a further opportunity to prosecute housing and tenancy fraud 
outside of the Counter Fraud Unit partnership area.  

Recommendation: 

That Executive Committee: 

1. Endorses the use of appropriate enforcement powers and those powers set out in 
the Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 (PoSHFA); and 

2. Supports the prosecution (where appropriate) of housing and tenancy fraud offences 
committed in relation to properties owned by Social Housing providers within and 
outside the Borough.   

Reasons for Recommendation: 

1.1. In administering its responsibilities, the local authority has a duty to prevent fraud and 
corruption within its Borough, to protect the interests of the local community and prevent 
wrongdoing.  

1.2. More widely, in supporting the providers of social housing outside of the Borough, who may not 
have access to specialist criminal enforcement officers, the local authority is promoting a 
message of zero tolerance and ensuring affordable housing is available for those genuinely in 
need. 

The Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 legislation dictates that only a local authority 
may utilise the Act to obtain intelligence and prosecute the offences therein. The Counter 
Fraud Unit is unique in that there are very few dedicated criminal housing enforcement teams 
who have the requisite skills to provide these services, so the Social Housing provider may not 
be able to work with the local authority with geographical responsibility. 



 
 

Resource Implications: 

1.3. Any legal fees and costs associated with such investigations would be met by the client 
housing provider and would therefore contribute towards the costs of the local authority’s legal 
team.  

As part of its client base, the Counter Fraud Unit provides services to Social Housing Providers 
with widespread national housing stock. Any income the Counter Fraud Unit generated from 
the provision of third party work directly benefits the local authority as a partner, as it keeps the 
financial contribution to a minimum. The provision of this service by One Legal will benefit 
Tewkesbury Borough Council in the same way. 

The resultant recovery of properties and financial benefits are set out in Paragraph 1.4 below. 

Legal Implications: 

Under the Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013, local authorities can prosecute for 
offences relating to tenancy fraud.  The Act empowers local authorities to prosecute in relation 
to properties let by the local authority or in cases where the social housing is let by Registered 
Social Landlords.   

A local authority can also prosecute in respect of tenancy fraud whether or not the property is 
located in the local authority’s area. 

Risk Management Implications: 

1.4. Capacity will need to be managed within the legal department so that work in this area does 
not have a negative impact on work provision to the local authority. 

Performance Management Follow-up: 

Regular meetings will be arranged between One Legal and the Counter Fraud Unit to manage 
workstreams. 

Environmental Implications:  

None arising from the report.  

 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 

1.1 Housing and Tenancy Fraud is identified as being one of the highest risk areas within the 
public sector causing significant loss to the public purse.   

1.2 The Counter Fraud Unit reviews housing lists across the partnership to assist in keeping 
temporary housing costs to a minimum.  

1.3 At the time of writing, the Counter Fraud Unit delivers counter fraud services to a number 
of (not all) Social Housing providers across the Borough. It investigates allegations 
relating to unlawful subletting, false housing applications, key selling, abandonment, right 
to buy / right to acquire and wrongly claimed succession / transfer of tenancies.   



 

1.4 The Cabinet Office has estimated the following savings to Social Housing Providers and 
Councils: 

 tenancy fraud - £93,000 per property recovered based on average four year 
fraudulent tenancy. This includes temporary accommodation for genuine applicants, 
legal costs to recover the property, re-let cost and rent foregone during the void 
period between tenancies. 

 right to buy - £65,000 per application withdrawn based on average house prices and 
minimum right to buy discount. 

 housing waiting list misrepresentation - £10,000 per applicant removed based on one 
year local temporary accommodation cost for genuine applicants.  The national fraud 
initiative applies a more conservative estimate of £3,240 per case for future losses 
prevented as a result of removing an applicant from council housing waiting list. 

2.0 MAIN POINTS   

2.1 Some of the activities outlined in Paragraph 1.3 above are in breach of the Prevention of 
Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 which introduced specific criminal offences in relation to 
tenancy fraud.   

2.2 The Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 enables local authority employees to 
obtain information where there has been alleged fraudulent activity and, where this is 
found, gives local authorities powers to prosecute. 

2.3 The Counter Fraud Unit utilises these powers, and other appropriate legislation, to 
investigate such fraudulent activity on behalf of Social Housing providers.   

2.4 The Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 permits a local authority to investigate 
and prosecute for dwelling-houses not owned by it and/or situated outside of its area. 
Due to the local impact, it would be preferable, where possible, for the local authority with 
responsibility for the area in which the property is situated to undertake the proceedings; 
however, where social housing providers do not have access to a local investigation 
team this is not possible. 

2.5 The Counter Fraud Unit provides services to social housing providers with housing stock 
situated outside of the Counter Fraud Unit partnership area and seeks to ensure the 
provision of legal services which benefits the social housing provider.  It would also be 
inefficient and costly for the provider to maintain contracts for work with multiple local 
authorities. 

2.6 Any legal fees and costs associated with such investigations would be met by the client 
housing provider and would therefore contribute towards the costs of the local authority’s 
legal team. 

2.7 Where other legislation is utilised for prosecution proceedings, such as the Fraud Act 
2006 or the Housing Acts, the Counter Fraud Unit will still have undertaken an 
investigation and obtained evidence as local authority employees.  Any potential 
prosecution proceedings relating to that case would need to be undertaken by the 
investigating local authority as the prosecuting body. 

2.8 Prosecutions will only be considered where the public interest test is met with due 
consideration to the welfare of individuals. The local authority’s approach to enforcement 
activity provides that enforcement action may not be appropriate in relation to older 
offenders, offenders with disabilities or in cases where the offender lacks mental 
capacity. 



3.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

3.1 The Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act 2013 permits local authorities to investigate 
and prosecute for dwelling-houses not owned by it and/or situated outside of its area.  

3.2 For cases relating to offences under this legislation, a case relating to properties situated 
within the Borough could be investigated and prosecuted by another local authority. 

4.0 CONSULTATION  

4.1 The matter was subject to consultation with One Legal and Management Team.   

5.0 RELEVANT COUNCIL POLICIES/STRATEGIES 

5.1 Draft Corporate Enforcement Policy.  

Counter Fraud and Anti-Corruption Policy.  

6.0 RELEVANT GOVERNMENT POLICIES  

6.1  None.  

7.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (Human/Property) 

7.1 None.  

8.0 SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS (Social/Community Safety/Cultural/ Economic/ 
Environment) 

8.1 This is a positive example of counter fraud activity which acts as a deterrent to the abuse 
of public funds which impacts positively on the economy and the local and wider 
demographic. 

9.0 IMPACT UPON (Value For Money/Equalities/E-Government/Human Rights/Health 
And Safety) 

9.1 The service is a shared one across the County and as such overheads and management 
costs are also shared equally meaning there is increased value for money.  

10.0 RELATED DECISIONS AND ANY OTHER RELEVANT FACTS  

10.1 None.  

 
 
 
 

Background Papers: Report to Council January 2017; Counter Fraud Unit Business Case. 
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